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President’s Post

Darren Pleasance

working, and will also continue to show
leadership by trying to help make the
combination of EAA and IAC better for
all of our members.

!

One particular place this will likely
occur is in the area of technology. The
IAC Technology Committee, which
includes our very own Tom Myers and Peter
Jensen, along with several other volunteers, have developed
a very compelling roadmap for what they'd like to see done
with the web and some of the tools we provide to our
members.
It turns out, the EAA has also just recently
committed to spending ~$500K this year to upgrade their web
capabilities and they were extremely impressed with the vision
of what our IAC Technology Committee has put together. As
such, they're going to look to IAC to be a lead partner in
helping to develop the future of the EAA website, in support of
EAA and all of its Divisions.

Greetings, IAC38ers,
I'm on my way home from Oshkosh as I write this, having just
attended our semi-annual IAC Board Meeting and Hall of
Fame Dinner. Both events are something I look forward to
every year and this year was no exception.

One exciting example of what will likely come out of this is
the creation of a National Contest Registry. Imagine a future
where you could go to a website, put in your pilot information,
select all the contests you plan to compete in for the year, and
then have all of your paperwork automatically forwarded to the
CD of each contest in advance of your arrival. One application
and you're done for the whole year (and likely multiple years).
Under Randy Owen's and the rest of the Committee's
leadership, this will likely happen.

On the IAC front, you may all recall that EAA has been
searching for a new and improved model for working with the
various Divisions, including IAC, Warbirds, Hombuilts,
Vintage, Ultralights, and NAFI. This process has been going
for about 18 months now and Tom Poberezny has finally
gotten to a point where he wants to pilot some of the ideas with
one of the Divisions to test out how things could be improved
going forward. Vicki and I have been having discussions with
Tom over the past several months about the possibility of IAC
being this test case and at the Board meeting this week, after
much discussion the IAC Board
was largely on board with signing
up to do this.

All-in-all, the Board meeting was a great success.
The
Knowns for next year were
selected, with Option A of the
Intermediate sequence being the
one selected. I don't recall what
option for Sportsman was
selected, though it was a 30
second debate and unanimous
approval so perhaps there was
only one.
Overall it was a good meeting and
a chance to catch up with old
friends that I only see a few times
a year.

However, Tom P. had also spoken
with Vintage about having them be
the test Division and apparently
they also decided they wanted to
take advantage of this and, given
they had been provided the offer
first, the EAA selected Vintage as
the Division with which to move
forward. What does this mean?
For us, not that much in the near
term.
Vintage has made a
Closer to home, Chapter elections
commitment to partner with EAA
are coming up this month. We
to develop a working model that is
have four Director slots that are
better for the members and better
up for election, as well as all the
Borrego
On
the
judge’s
line.
for the organization. This will
Officer slots (Pres, VP, Secretary,
likely include having the
and Treasurer). After many years
Executive Director of Vintage
of being the President of IAC38, I've decided to encourage
report into EAA, modification of the dues structure to simplify
others to take the role for a while to help breath some new
and align it with the broader EAA dues structure, a transfer of
excitement and energy into the Chapter. To this end, Cory
revenue accountability to EAA, with Vintage focusing solely
Lovell has raised his hand to run for the position of President.
on running its programs and managing to a budget, etc. As
As many of you know, Cory has been an active member of our
learnings come out of this initiative, the IAC will watch
Chapter for several years, and has been the catalyst for a lot of
closely and look to adopt those practices that seem to be
November 2008
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The Super Decathlon

the activities of the Chapter including monthly Chapter
meetings and many Practice Days and Training Camps. I'm
sure he'll make a great President and I can't imagine a better
person for me to step aside for.

Not Your Ordinary Unlimited Aircraft
Dave Watson

The other candidates as of this time are as follows:
President:
VP:
Treasurer:
Secretary:
Director #1:
Director #2:
Director #3:
Director #4:

Ok, so you just read this title and now you are thinking, what a
major typo, right? Isn’t Dave the one who wrote the article in
SA that highly discouraged flying Intermediate and doing Snap
rolls in the Super Decathlon? So how can the Decathlon
compete in Unlimited?

Cory Lovell
Andrew Connolly
Howard Kirker
Don Gutridge
Dave Watson

Well it’s true and here’s how.
A funny thing happened on my way to Borrego last week. My
partner in my Pitts got ill and couldn’t make the contest, so I
chose to share the cross country expenses of my newly
acquired Laser with Howard rather than schlogging the Pitts all
the way down there and bare the costs alone. Knowing that I
was going to be ‘unpolished’ in the new craft and was likely to
finish last in Advanced anyway (polished or not, that seems to
be my bidding anyway), I was easily persuaded to move up to
Unlimited for the weekend so that Martin Kennedy would have
someone to beat-up on (he was the only registered Unlimited
pilot at close of registration on Thursday). So over the
weekend I explored the aerobatic limits of my new toy in front
of the judges and got second in that too, but that is another
story.

This slate will join our existing Directors, Mike Eggen, and
Peter Jensen who were elected last year for a two year term.
I'd also like to see us fill a couple of other key roles,
including:
Membership Chair:
Responsible for coordinating with IAC in Oshkosh to execute
local membership recruitment activities (e.g., putting posters
up at West Valley and other flight schools, finding
opportunities for current members to speak at pilot
association meetings, develop ideas for attracting RV owners,
warbird pilots and others to join IAC...)

As one of the then three registered Unlimited competitors (a
late registration was added after flying began) I was given the
opportunity to fly the demonstration flight, a.k.a. Unlimited 4
Minute Free on Friday night for a crowd of locals. I decidedly
did not want to be tumbling around in an unknown plane at low
altitude, so I opted to take my beloved Super D out for an
evening adventure.

Community Liaison:
Responsible for outreach to the communities we operate in to
help educate and build goodwill with the key leaders. Would
include coordinating our participation in Airport Days,
Aerobatic Outreach sessions, public relations through the
media, etc.

Knowing that the rules reward balance and grace as well as
power, and ‘exploring the full aerobatic envelop of the
aircraft’, I though that although this isn’t going to be a thrilling
“tumble fest”, perhaps I could lull the judges into appreciating
the docile grace of the mighty Super D! So off I went. At just
under Vne and 3,000 feet AGL, I wagged in, started my stop
watch and pulled to a vertical with 2 of 4 one way and a ¼ roll
back to present with my wings to the judges. Then I kicked
into and held a 270 degree hammerhead into a knife edge spin
which I transitioned to a inverted flat spin and which came out
on the X axis and then went into and completed the first 4
figures of the Advanced Known. (Substituting a 4 of 8 for the
½ snap in the 45 up line of the reverse half Cuban, and an
inverted falling leaf instead of the inverted one turn spin).

Please come to our next Chapter meeting and offer up your
time and energy to help keep our Chapter a vibrant and
growing group of aerobatic enthusiasts.
Last, but certainly not least, we'll have Jessy Panzer as our
entertainment for the November Chapter meeting. Jessy has
had an amazing adventure in aviation, having seen and done
more in the past 10 years than most pilots will accomplish in
their lifetime. Jessy has agreed to share with us her stories,
which are many including being on the Stars of Tomorrow
aerobatic team, racing at Reno, flying Gulfstream jets,
soloing a P-51, and other great aviation adventures. I've seen
Jessy's presentation in the past and it's really fun and
inspiring. I hope all of you can make it.

With plenty of altitude left to convert to airspeed, I performed a
center box outside/outside, Cuban eight and then somehow
(can’t really remember, I was improvising now) I pointed my
nose right at the judges and rolled a few things one way then
the other. At center-front box I pushed into a hammer with
some more rolling like things up and down. Time was flying by
and I was having a ball, but eventually I saw my watch

Next Chapter meeting is Sunday, November 9th at 4:00
p.m., Attitude Aviation, in Livermore.
See you all there.
Blue skies....

Continued on page 6

Darren
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Borrego Contest Results
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Check out Martin
Kennedyʼs 4 Min
Free on YouTube

Sportsman 3rd Place - Dan Hansen
November 2008

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IA2mtAsltys
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From the Editor

winding down to 4 minutes. Knowing I did not have time to
do the outside rolling circle I had planned, I did a quick roll
and half into a hard push up into an outside Immelman and
wagged out.

Che Barnes

Greetings fellow acro enthusiasts!

Gasping for breath and wringing the sweat from my shirt, I
landed and checked the g meter which indicated +5.75, -3.75,
well within structural limits. Not a spectacular performance
but well within the rules (by my watch I was exactly at 4
minutes, plus or minus one or two seconds – thus avoiding
the 10 points per second time overage penalties). Also please
note that although I did some pseudo gyroscopic maneuvers, I
never snapped the plane!
The next morning the results were posted and I finished 2nd ,
only 100 points behind the leader (who also had no time
penalty points) and several hundred points over 3rd (mostly
due to 720 points of time penalties assessed that pilot). So, I
was thrilled, regardless of my placement, I was thrilled. I
kept the Super D in the box, mostly outside and rolling and
doing aerobatic-like stuff for 4 minutes and still had altitude
to spare.
It is too bad the IAC is insistent on keeping Snaps as
mandatory maneuvers in Intermediate. It would be so cool to
see these graceful planes competing in that category! By the
way, the first place flight was video recorded and posted on
YouTube the following week. You can watch the 4 min and
22 second excerpt from the flight at

Enroute
Special thanks to Dan Hansen for sending in some pictures
from Borrego. Its always good to get some documentation of
competitions. Also, thanks to Dave Watson for being a
steadfast contributor and his write-up about getting the most
out of his Super D!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IA2mtAsltys.

Around the Borrego timeframe I ferried my Pitts to Afton
Wyoming to repair a delaminated lower wing. A chunk of
paint had come off of the lower right wing and it was time to
get it fixed. In Dave-Watson style I taped over the fabric
(using packing tape instead of Dave’s duct tape technique) and
headed to Afton. It is always an adventure flying a singe
engine airplane across the mountains.

Congrats to Martin for an exceptional tumble fest that kept
the attention of everyone, apparently even the time keeper!
Safe flying, Super D’s Rule!

I departed a day early due to incoming weather - the first rains
of the season were coming from the north. The morning of my
trip, all the TAF forecast were calling for VFR, although there
were some predicted shower activity in Nevada. I decided to
go for it and told myself that I would not hesitate to turn back
for any marginal weather.

Pitts S1 wing repair. Note the nails in the leading edge
Dave
aluminum. These often are the first to work out when over
G-ed.
November 2008
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My first stop was Reno-Stead and I left there benefitting from a
25+ kt tailwind across Nevada. I checked in with FSS over
Derby and the guy at the other end went on and on about
weather up ahead - it was tough to hear in that S-1T. A little
while later I saw what he was talking about, a grey mass of
rain dead ahead. I considered my options and navigated to the
right (south) of it. I kept looking back to ensure I had an out as flying into a grey low vis situation in the mountains in a
Pitts would have been bad news! Around the corner of the rain
shower was a 6,000 ft broken ceiling with 6 SM vis and rain
coming down on Battle Mountain (BAM) airport. As I flew
over BAM the tail wind kept treating me pretty well and the
weather up ahead looked better so I pressed on to Elko. Elko
was sporting a good ceiling and visibility, although the winds
were 20 kts gusting to 30 and not lined up with any runway.
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Pitts wing undergoing repairs

Fiberglass Shop

After a go-around on the narrow 50 ft runway, I elected for
the higher crosswind component on the 150 wide runway and
got her down OK. This was the most eventful leg of the trip.
Next stop was Twin Falls, Idaho, then I was off to Afton. It
was fall there and the Aspen trees were bright yellow against
the green pines and blue skies. Made me want to move there
and get a job at Aviat!
All the best.

- Che

Right: An Aviat final product - brand new S2C. Right
Bottom: Forming a S2 canopy - they do a lot of these!
Bottom: Shot from a scenic spot a mile or so from the
factory.
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Spouse:

Address:

City:

State:

Home Phone:

Work Phone:

E-mail 1:

E-mail 2:

IAC #:

EAA #:

Certificate #:
Judge:
Competition:

Zip:

EAA Expiration Date:
! Regional
! None

! National
! Basic

! Sportsman

! Intermediate

Aircraft:

! Advanced

! Unlimited

N #:

Referred By:
Dues:

! Single Membership ($25/year)

! Family Membership ($30/year)

IAC Chapter 38 Membership Application/Renewal Form
Send with check, made payable to “International Aerobatic Club Chapter 38”, to:
Howard Kirker, IAC38 Treasurer - 2279 Ocaso Camino - Fremont, CA 94539
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Che Barnes
Co-Editor, IAC 38
editor@iac38.org

Next Chapter Meeting:
Attitude Aviation
Livermore Airport
Sunday, November 9th, 4 PM
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